2018 REGULAR SEASON SCHEDULE

Schedule as of 3/16/18

MARCH / APRIL

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT
1 TOR 2 TB 3 BAL 4 BAL 5 BAL 6 BAL 7 TOR 8 TOR
9 BAL 10 TOR 11 TB 12 BAL 13 BAL 14 BAL 15 TOR 16 BAL
17 TB 18 BAL 19 BAL 20 BAL 21 BAL 22 TB 23 BAL 24 TB
25 BAL 26 BAL 27 TB 28 BAL 29 TB 30 BAL 31 BAL

JULY

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT
5 BOS 6 TOR 7 BAL 8 ATL 9 ATL 10 TOR 11 BAL 12 TOR
13 BAL 14 ATL 15 ATL 16 TOR 17 BAL 18 BAL 19 BAL
20 BAL 21 BAL 22 BAL 23 BAL 24 BAL 25 BAL 26 BAL
27 BAL 28 NYM 29 NYM 30 NYM

AUGUST

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT
5 BOS 6 CWS 7 CWS 8 CWS 9 CWS 10 CWS 11 CWS 12 BOS
13 CWS 14 CWS 15 MI 16 MI 17 MI 18 MI 19 MI 20 CWS
21 CWS 22 CWS 23 MI 24 MI 25 MI 26 MI 27 MI 28 CWS
29 CWS 30 DET 31 BAL

SEPTEMBER

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT
1 DET 2 DET 3 OAK 4 OAK 5 OAK 6 OAK 7 OAK 8 DET
9 DET 10 DET 11 DET 12 DET 13 DET 14 DET 15 DET 16 DET
17 DET 18 DET 19 DET 20 DET 21 DET 22 DET 23 DET 24 DET
25 DET 26 DET 27 DET 28 DET 29 DET 30 BOS

FOR TICKETS:

(212) YANKEES • YANKEES.COM

TIME, OPPONENT, DATE AND TEAM ROSTERS AND LINEUPS, INCLUDING THE YANKEES’ ROSTER AND LINEUP, ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

NOTICE: For the safety of every Guest, all persons specifically consent to and are subject to metal detector and physical patdown inspections prior to entry. Any person, item or property that poses a safety threat shall be denied entry.

WARNING: Please stay alert and be aware of your surroundings at all times. Baseballs and bats and fragments thereof may be thrown or hit anywhere in the Stadium. Guests concerned about their seat location may request a relocation by proceeding to a Ticket Window, located adjacent to Gate 6 in the Great Hall, adjacent to the Yankee Team Store behind home plate in the Great Hall, or adjacent to Section 320C on the 1st base/right field side of the Stadium and may require additional payment based on location requested.

Schedule as of 3/16/18

NOTE: The Yankees reserve the right, with or without refunding any amount paid by the ticket holder, to refuse admission to and/or eject any person who, (a) is or appears to be impaired, (b) deliberately conceals alcohol, illegal substances or other prohibited items while attempting to enter Yankee Stadium; (c) acts in a manner that is unruly, disruptive or illegal; (d) uses derogatory, foul and/or abusive language and/or gestures; (e) displays and/or uses and/or sports and/or covers obscenely indecent and/or inappropriate clothing; (f) exposes him/herself; or (g) otherwise violates the Code of Conduct. Ticket holders acknowledge and agree that the prohibitions set forth in clauses (c) through (g), above, do not violate their right to free speech and/or expression and that such time, place and manner of the restrictions are reasonable to maintain a family-friendly atmosphere for young Guests, ensure the safety of all Guests and sports and events participants, and preserve the enjoyment of the game or event for all Guests. In addition, ticket holder further acknowledge and agree that by entering Yankee Stadium, they hereby consent to the prohibitions set forth in clauses (c) through (g), above and waive, to the fullest extent they may legally and effectively do so, any objection they may now or hereafter have to such prohibitions and the penalties that the Yankees may impose for any violation of the same.